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O
ver the last 30 years Near InfraRed spectroscopy

(NIR) has been increasingly used as an analytical

tool [1] and is already used for on-line applications

in different industrial quality controls such as food

quality assurance [2-3], pharmaceutical industry quality control

[4], protein and fat content in the meat [5] and quantitative moi-

sture measurements [6]. This increasing popularity is due to the

principal advantages of the method, namely speed, simplicity,

and reliability of measurements. Indeed, this kind of measure-

ment does not destroy the sample and does not require any par-

ticular preparation procedure. The main disadvantages of NIR

have always been the minor intensity of absorption and the

broadening of the absorption bands [6]. The latter drawback is

compensated by the rapid development of advanced and user-

friendly software for multivariate analysis that allows to extract

essential information for some properties of interest of the analy-

sed system from a large data set. 

The use of multivariate analysis upon chemical measurements is

often termed chemiometric and can be defined as “How to get

chemically relevant information out of measured chemical data

and how to present and display this information” (following the

famous sentence of Wold).

In this work we discuss the use of NIR spectroscopy for on-line

quality control in the textile sizing industry. This technique, com-

bined with the chemiometric analysis, allows us to obtain quan-

titative measures of the percentage of sizing agents on the
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synthetic textile fibers. Indeed, up to now, the quality control is

tipically done by sampling and using laboratory techniques, like

chemical titration, that are destructive and take a lot of time. For

this reason NIR spectroscopy opens huge perspective for the

on-line quality controls thanks to his peculiarity of being a new,

speedy, simple, powerful and non destructive technique.

In our work we have used a principal component analysis (PCA)

of the chemical data, followed by a partial least squares regres-

sion to correlate the chemical-physical properties of the sam-

ples with quantitative measures. The main purpose of PCA is to

extract the essential information contained in a large sample set

and to decompose the data by finding combination of variables

that best describe the main trend in the data set. The result of

the PCA procedure is a decomposition of the spectral data

matrix into principal components (PC) of scores (eigenvectors)

and loading (numerical coefficients) vectors. The power of this

method is that allow to describe the original data set using few

principal components instead of the original variables with no

significant loss of information. Also the original data set is

decomposed in a structured part (PC) and a residual part com-

posed essentially by noise and different information that is elimi-

nated. Then, by means of a reference sample set, it is possible

to extract a calibration line in order to carry out a quantitative

investigation about the chemical and the physical properties of

unknown samples.

Experimental
Polyamide fibers PAM 6.6 78/68 dtex with a disposition density

of 11 thread/cm were disposed onto ten looms of 240 x 240

mm. The fibers were treated with different amounts of sizing

agents ( 0, 2, 3, 3.7, 4.4, 4.6, 5, 5.9, 7.4, 9.4%) determined by

laboratory titration. The fibers were sized using a sizing machi-

ne prototype developed by Giovanni Bozzetto SpA (Bg).

NIR spectra of the sized fibers were collected using a Bruker

NIR Matrix-E spectrometer designed for on-line applications.

Spectra were obtained in reflection mode in the range of

10,000-4,000 cm-1. A background spectrum were collected for

each sample on Spectralone (a reference material with high

reflectivity index nearly 99%) acquiring 32 background scanning

counts. In the second step 10 spectra for each sample were

collected using 100 scanning counts, 10 Khz scanning velocity

and a resolution of 16 cm-1. Data collection were performed

using a Bruker Opus software, coupled with the Bruker Quant 2

software for multivariate analysis.

Figure 1 - Pattern of a polyamidic fiber; the principal absorption bands 
are indicated

Figure 2 - Overlapping of the spectra acquired on two different sized fibers
and the sizing agents spectrum

Figure 3 - Differences in absorption intensities between following acquisition
on the same sample
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Results and discussion
One of the main difficulty to apply the NIR spectroscopy in the

quantitative analysis is the presence of broad and superimposed

bands and the low absorption intensities. This can also be seen

in the polyammidic fiber samples, as shown in Figure 1, where

the specimen of the loom samples is shown and the main

absorption bands are indicated.

Since it is not significant to assign a definite absorption band for

a specific bond vibration, the use of univariate calibration was

excluded. Indeed, it is not possible in NIR spectroscopy to apply

the Lambert-Beer’s law which expresses

the direct correlation between the

absorption intensities of a specific bond

vibration and the compound concentra-

tion interested by the vibration; but is

necessary, as previously mentioned, to

carry out a multivariate calibration that

analyses a wide absorption range and

extract the principal information.

Figure 2 shows the spectra of the glue

and sized fibers. As one can see, it is dif-

ficult to identify bands that can be ascri-

bed to the glue only. Indeed, the presen-

ce of the absorption band of the O-H

bond characteristic of the water and

moisture [6] dominates the pattern.

Moreover, because of intrinsic moisture

in the fibers, as shown in Figure 3, a

large variability of the intensity of the

band at 5,100 cm-1 has found.

Thus, the atmospheric moisture and the

presence of absorbed water into the

fibers can compromise the repeatability

of the measures, involving dramatic diffe-

rences between patterns collected on

the same sample.

Because the multivariate analysis extract

the major information about the sizing

content from the range between 6,100

and 4,600 cm-1, that contains the water

absorption band, this means that, for the

calibration and the detection of the sizing

quantity, we have to focus the attention

on a wide absorption range affected by a
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Figure 4 - Calibration lines carried out at different moisture 
contents (7-9-10 g/kg)

y E(y^) φφ(y^)
0 -0.0432 0.116848
2 1.9038 0.089931
3 3.2820 0.130634
3.7 3.4368 0.171397
4.4 4.6479 0.135082
4.6 4.6444 0.12537
5 5.4914 0.103546
5.9 5.9822 0.145421
7.4 7.3063 0.131369
9.4 8.8042 0.14658

y E(y^) φφ(y^)
0 -0.4767 0.136725
2 2.3768 0.10338
3 3.0766 0.16411
3.7 3.5871 0.177528
4.4 4.3194 0.076016
4.6 4.3172 0.114225
5 5.1529 0.112565
5.9 6.2457 0.245614
7.4 7.3085 0.145702
9.4 8.7947 0.188342

y E(y^) φφ(y^)
0 0.1843 0.162173
2 2.0853 0.080516
3 3.0517 0.133355
3.7 3.7073 0.239835
4.4 4.3321 0.110836
4.6 4.8113 0.121509
5 5.5056 0.380182
5.9 6.3453 0.433706
7.4 7.2970 0.593426
9.4 8.6142 0.137038
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repeatability problem due to the presence of water. To investiga-

te this problem, different experiments in condition of controlled

moisture were carried out. The samples were maintained for 24

hours in a conditioned chamber to have an intrinsic moisture

content in equilibrium conditions. A set of measurements was

performed for each loom in three different moisture conditions,

respectively 7-9-10 g/kg of absolute humidity.

In Figure 4 and respective tables are shown the calibration lines

and reported the average value E(y^) and respective standard

deviations σ(y^) of the sizing values predicted by the chemiometric

methods y^.

The calibration lines present a good prediction capability, in par-

ticular in the value range between 4 and 5% that is the charac-

teristic sizing range of a real industrial production.

These measurements put into evidence the correlation between

moisture content and quantity of sizing agents predicted by the

chemiometric methods.

Indeed, if we validate the spectra collected at 9 and 10 g/kg of

moisture conditions using the method performed at 7 g/kg, is

clear that the method overvalue the sizing content, as shown in

Figure 5.

This means that the chemiometric analysis does not only extract

the exclusive information on the glue quantity, but the global

information on the glue content together with the moisture. Thus

it is mandatory to know the moisture conditions to obtain reliable

values about the sizing agent content.

On the other hand, when the atmospheric moisture can be con-

trolled and then considered in the chemiometric procedure (for

data treatment) it is possible to achieve calibration diagrams

that enable us to evaluate the content of the sizing agent in a

reliable way.

After this first laboratory calibrations a series of on-line experi-

ments at a sizing industry have been performed. The main pro-

blems are related to the non equilibrium moisture condition of the

line; for this reason with the present experimental on-line condi-

tion is not possible to use the methods obtained in laboratory.

Indeed, for the on-line development of this quality control techni-

que is necessary a substancial reengineering of the production

line to have stable condition near the measurement region to be

able to transport the laboratory methods to the line production

directly; or alternatively it may be done a new calibration directly

on-line, but this probably means larger investments.

Conclusions
In this work we have performed new chemiometric methods to

evaluate the sizing agent content on polyamide fibers. The mea-

sures evidence a correlation between the glue percentage and

the moisture content in the fibers; so it is impossible to have a

distinctive information about the sizing agents content, but it is

always correlated to the intrinsic water quantity. Also, to charac-

terize this behaviour it was necessary a set of measurements in

conditioned chamber that allowed us to predict a correlation bet-

ween the glue content and the moisture. It is clear that it is

necessary having stationary condition of the atmospheric moi-

sture and the fiber in equilibrium with the ambient to have a good

reproducibility on the measurements.

NIR spectroscopy coupled with chemiometric methods has

demonstrated to be very suitable for on-line application due to

his non-destructive nature; in the case of sizing industry we have

demonstrated the prediction capacity of the method, but for on-

line application it is necessary a reengineering of the production

line to operate under conditions of controlled moisture.
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Figure 5 - Correlation between moisture content and sizing percentage
predicted by the chemiometric methods


